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The glue between the applications and the kernel
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= A healthy Open Source project
Our objectives

- Turning Linux from a bag of bits into a competitive General Purpose Operating System
- Building the Internet's Next Generation OS
- Unifying pointless differences between distributions
- Bringing innovation back to the core OS
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We fix things where they are broken, never tape over them
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Never finished, never complete, but tracking progress of technology

Never specific, always generic

Never the cathedral, just the building blocks to build it
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Encryption, anonymity, security, verifiability, trustability
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systemctl -M, journalctl -M, loginctl -M, systemd-run -M, ...
    systemctl -r, ...
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Sandboxing of Services

Sandboxing of Apps
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\[=\] GPT with auto-discovery
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/usr is the OS

/etc is (optional) configuration

/var is (optional) state
What we are working on:
Atomic node initialisation and updates
What we are working on:
Integration with the cloud
Service management across nodes
What we are working on:

Verifiable OS images
All the way to the firmware
Boot Loading
That’s all, folks!